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INTRODUCTION 
 
TWO EDITABLE SCRIPTS 
 
Thank you for looking at this sample from ‘It’s A Cracker’. There are two different scripts 
that can be used to stage this musical. Both scripts are included as part of the material you 
receive: 

· MAIN SCRIPT: The main script contains nine songs divided by plenty of rhyming 
narrated parts. 

· SIMPLE SCRIPT: The simple version of the script is intended for younger children. 
The narrated parts here are designed to be read by an adult. This script version 
also includes alternative ‘nursery-rhyme’ song suggestions, in case you find the 
included performance tracks too challenging for the youngest in your group. 

 
EDITABLE SCRIPTS: It’s important to remember that you will receive editable versions of 
both these scripts so that you can easily make any changes you feel necessary, to make 
the script more suitable for your requirements. 
 
FLEXIBLE TIMING: If you stick exactly to either script, this performance should take about 
25 minutes. If this is too long or too short for you, suggestions are included as part of the 
material you receive, which should help you easily shorten or lengthen the production by 
10-15 minutes either way. 
 
CAST LIST FOR MAIN SCRIPT 
 

Part Details 
Narrator/s There are fifteen passages in the script that are marked 

‘NARRATOR’, which consist of about fifty different 
sentences. There are also a number of smaller lines 
marked as ‘ALL’ for the whole cast to say in unison, but 
these could also be narrators’ parts if you wish. 
 

Crackers Each child / group of children who hold a cracker have 
about six lines. 

Optional Extras Ideas for dozens of extra optional roles are detailed in the 
‘production notes’ document, included in your purchase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IT’S A CRACKER! MAIN SCRIPT 
A Christmas Performance for Ages 3-7 By Stuart Ross © 2007-2022 Learn2soar Ltd. 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SONG 1:   It’s A Cracker! 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
NARRATOR:  Thank you for coming to our Christmas show, 

Filled with fun, surprises and snow, 
It’s going to be a cracker, you see, 
With lots of laughs for you and me. 
 
For your entertainment we’ve brought along, 
Seven Christmas crackers and lots of songs, 
Inside each cracker is one special thing, 
To help us explain Christmas’s meaning. 
 
So, without any further ado, 
Let’s give our first cracker a great, big pull. 

 
ALL:   BANG! 
 
CRACKER 1: What’s inside? Do you know? 

A Christmas tree with lights that glow. 
This cracker bears the letter ‘C,’ 
‘C’ for CHRISTMAS TREE… 

 
ALL:   …YIPPEE! 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SONG 2:   Mum Said The Tree Will Never Fit 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
NARRATOR:  Are Christmas trees, what Christmas is all about? 
 
ALL:   No, Christmas is about much more than that. 
 
NARRATOR:    Let’s see if our next cracker gives us a clue, 

Come on! Let’s give it a great big pull. 
 
ALL:   BANG! 
 
CRACKER 2: What’s inside? Do you know? 

A picture of Santa! Ho, ho, ho! 
This cracker bears the letter ‘R,’ 
For REINDEER pulling Santa far. 

________________________________________________________________________ 



IT’S A CRACKER! SIMPLE SCRIPT 
A Christmas Performance for Ages 3-7 By Stuart Ross © 2007-2022 Learn2soar Ltd. 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

SONG 1:   It’s A Cracker! 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

NARRATOR:  Thank you for coming to see our Christmas show. Here we have  
seven Christmas crackers. Inside each one is something that tells us 
about Christmas. Let’s open the first cracker. 

 
ALL:   BANG! 
 
CRACKER 1: Inside is a picture of a Christmas tree. ‘C’ is for CHRISTMAS TREE. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SONG 2:   Mum Said The Tree Will Never Fit 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
NARRATOR:  We like Christmas trees, with their beautiful decorations and bright  
   lights, they make us feel so Christmassy! But there’s more to  
   Christmas than trees. Let’s open our second cracker to see what else 
   there is. 
 
ALL:   BANG! 
 
CRACKER 2: Inside is a picture of reindeer pulling Santa’s sleigh. ‘R’ is for   
   REINDEER. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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